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Poetry Anthology. Translation. historical AMERICAN POETS provides a survey of indigenous
poetry that makes a speciality of 3 Amerindian poets. It comprises The Flower Songs by way of
Nezahualcoyotl (Aztec), The Songs of Dzitbalche by way of Ah Bam (Yucataec Maya), and The
Sacred Hymns of the Situa by means of Pachacutec (Inca), by means of biographies and
commentaries on those poets' paintings and times. every one poem is gifted in its unique
language and in translation. by means of analyzing Ancient American Poets this poetry and
exploring the lives of the 3 poets, you'll visualize the indigenous international within the century
sooner than the Spanish conquest and achieve a view of Amerindian historical past
considerably various from its ordinary presentation.
appealing poetry. Crap translation.
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